Feb 2013

How to look your sexiest this
Valentine’s Day.

Uncommon
Hotspots to turn
them on

Lingerie that flatters your body type
Babydoll/Chemise
Will hide that tummy and thighs.
Also, Color-blocking and strategic
color placement will direct all focus
to the part of your body you want to

Corset
Create all the right curves with a
corset. Helps cinch the waist and
create a bustier you

Boy shorts/Tanga Style
Vamp it up with a shorty or tanga style bottom for a sexy feel and a cut that flatters anybody's bottom.

Demi-cup/Balconette Style
The biggest error small-chested women can
make is wearing a bra with too much padding.
Look for a balconette or demi-cup style with a
small lift, in a solid color to flatter your figure.

Special Valentine’s
Ladies Night
Date: February 5th
Time: 7pm to 10pm
Where: 9501 State Ave.
Marysville, WA 98270

Eyes—Skin around the eyes is delicate so you will want to use the
lightest touch. Ask your partner to
close their eyes and lightly drag
your fingers along lower lids,
around uppers ones and back to the
starting point. Do this 10 times.
Foot— The soles of the feet are a
metropolis of acupressure points
that can get the whole body amped
with electricity. To do this, place
both thumbs on the bottom of one
foot at the heel and paddle them
into the flesh one after the other.
Go slow and work your way up.
Then go on to the next foot.
Big Toe—This appendage is connected to the pituitary gland, an
organ that is linked to hormone
production. To activate, place a finger on each side of the big toe and
roll it between your fingers. For
extra kicks, lean down and suck on
it.
Hand—The palm is packed with
acupressure points that can send
pleasure rushing to other parts of
the body. To do this, take your
partner’s hand in yours and using
your index finger, lightly trace circle on the palm. Then go a little
deeper by pressing your thumb into
the palm and massaging dime-size
circles, kneading the muscles.

